Customer Testimonial

„Dynamics HR Management has
saved my company time and
money, and most importantly
it makes my staff much happier. “

MedView diagnostics
Industry
Medical sector
Employees
20
Services
Medical Products
Business Challenges:
Competitive market
Demand for quality and competence
Adherence to legal rules and regulations
Contact
www.medview.cc

The Project at a Glance
Initial Situation
In order to compete in the competitive healthcare market,
MedView needed to work more efficiently.
Specific
Challenge

One of the major issues was HR, where MedView was using
various HR tools and apps, which employees found difficult to
navigate and lacking in transparency.
Solution
Dynamics HR Management replaced a range of HR tools with
one holistic solution.
 enefit
B
MedView not only saw a rise in efficiency, they also noted a
rise in employee satisfaction.
Thanks
“Dynamics HR Management has saved my company time and
money, and most importantly it makes my staff much happier.“

Detailed Report

Implementing the Dynamics HR Management solution at MedView diagnostics

Customer Vision
The current healthcare market is extremely competitive.
Customers demand quality, competence and adherance to
legal rules and regulations. In order to succeed, MedView
needed to work more efficiently. One of their largest challenges
was HR which still relied heavily on the manual processing of
information.

”

Specific Challenges
A huge problem was the use of various programs in HR which
lacked integration and transparency. The tools all had different
interfaces, which HR employees found confusing and difficult to
navigate. Searching for information wasted many hours a week,
as it was often not even clear in which tool the information was
being stored.

My staff love having just one password - their
Microsoft Windows password - instead of
having to remember log in details for all the
different tools. And they can work in Outlook.
What an improvement!
Jürgen Jaksch, CEO, MedView diagnostics

Solution Approach
Dynamics HR Management provided a complete solution,
which covers all areas of HR including recruitment, staff administration, talent management and employee self-service,
MedView employees now have up-to-date access to data and
information needed to meet demanding deadlines and ensure smooth communication throughout the organization.

Benefit
MedView experienced an immediate rise in productivity and
efficiency as their employees no longer spent hours searching in
different programs for the required information. This also led to a
rise in employee satisfaction and a reduction in the risk of burnout.

They were able to eliminate other HR tools for expense reports,
performance reviews, and contract management.
Working in an integrated platform enables employees to
quickly access any information required. They are no longer
having to update multiple records in different tools.

Thanks
„We have a great working relationship with Dynamics HR
Management, a wonderful IT company just like Microsoft. All our
expectations have been met. That brings me great satisfaction.“

Schedule an Online Demo
Environment with Dynamics HR
Management experts.
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